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Outline

• Introduction to IceCube

• Atmospheric neutrinos in IceCube

• Sterile neutrinos in IceCube
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ScienceDaily (Dec. 19, 2010) — Culminating a 

decade of planning, innovation and testing, 

construction of the world's largest neutrino 

observatory, installed in the ice of the Antarctic 

plateau at the geographic South Pole, was 

successfully completed December 18, 2010, 

New Zealand time.



New window on the universe
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• Why neutrinos?
 No strong or EM interactions
 High Lorentz factors
 Can provide new information about 

objects and processes in the universe
 Can probe new physics phenomena

• Why the South Pole?
 Ice provides stable, transparent medium 

for propagation of Cherenkov photons
 Provides overburden to reduce 

background of atmospheric muons
 Large target volume for sufficient event 

rate for astrophysical neutrinos
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2004 Construction started

2011 Completed, 86 strings

40-string layout



Ice Properties
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Average optical parameters at 400 nm:

λabs ~110 m, λsca ~20 m above the dust layer

λabs ~220 m, λsca ~40 m below the dust layer

Digital Optical Module (DOM)

Dust Logger



Neutrino Detection

O(km) muon tracks

Track

s

 Good angular resolution 

 nm CC events

Cascades

 Good energy resolution
 Little directionality
 4p sensitivity
 All flavor sensitivity
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special case: 

    high energy n

Muon from 

IC59 Data
Simulated 

cascade
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arxiv:1012.2137, accepted by Astrophysical Journal

Astrophysical Point Source Search
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Atmospheric Muon Neutrino Flux
• SVD unfolding method described in A. Höcker and V. Kartvelishvili, NIM A 372 (1996) 469

• Implemented in RooUnfold: http://hepunx.rl.ac.uk/~adye/software/unfold/RooUnfold.html

Used only 97-180 zenith region in unfolding: 17689 events from IC40 data set

Observable was the reconstructed muon dE/dX
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Phys. Rev. D 83, 012001 (2011)

Observable used 

for the unfolding

Energy Coverage   

(from simulation)

~30% antiNeutrinos

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9509307
http://hepunx.rl.ac.uk/~adye/software/unfold/RooUnfold.html
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Prompt atmo and diffuse astrophysical

IceCube 

preliminary

Result consistent with only K, p atmospheric n to 100 TeV

Charm component not yet seen; “intrinsic” charm ruled out?
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Paper in progress

2limit on astrophysical , assuming  spectrumEm mn n 
C. Amsler et al. (Particle Data Group),

Physics Letters B667, 1 (2008)

allowed



Energy Proxy: muon dE/dX
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photons detected
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IceCube photons predicted
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MC true muon energy in detector

• Muon energy loss outside 

detector hurts correlation 

with neutrino energy

• Energy dependence of 

muon track length in detector 

aids energy resolution



LSND Saw an excess of ne :

87.9 ± 22.4 ± 6.0 events.

With an oscillation probability of 

(0.264 ± 0.067 ± 0.045)%.

3.8 s evidence for oscillation.

Motivation for MiniBooNE: The LSND Evidence for Oscillations
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The three oscillation signals cannot be 

reconciled without introducing Beyond 

Standard Model Physics!

Phys. Rev. D 64, 112007 (2001)



anti- results Above 475 MeV...

In 475-1250 MeV, excess 20.9 ± 14 events (1.4σ)

In 475-675 MeV, excess is 25.7 ± 7.2 events (3.6σ) 

True significance comes from fit over entire > 475 

MeV energy region + numu constraint

Best fit preferred over null at 99.4% CL (2.7σ)

Probability of null hypothesis (no model dep.) is 0.5% 

in 475-1250 MeV signal region

MiniBooNE Antineutrino Results (above 475 MeV)

2 vs m2
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 181801 (2010)
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Sterile Neutrinos

3 + Ns

mv = 0

3 + Ns

ms = 0



Mixing with sterile neutrinos?
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IceCube and eV2 scale 

mixing is like SuperK 

and 10-3 eV2 scale 

mixing!! 

Giunti and Laveder fits to global antineutrino data

 disappearancemn



Matter Effects for ~1eV2 scale oscillations 
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Due to ~1eV2 mass scale, 

density of Earth, and the fact 

that the mixing is with sterile 

neutrinos, can’t ignore 

“MSW” effect.  Effective 

mixing parameters are now 

functions of energy and 

zenith angle
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Matter Effects for ~1eV2 scale oscillations 

Can generalize to include more than one 

active and/or more than one sterile neutrino



Matter Effects in IceCube
 to sterile in Earth

m
n  or  to sterile in vacuum

m mn n  to sterile in Earth
m

n

Oscillation survival probability as 

function of neutrino energy and zenith



Signatures in 40-str IceCube
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smn n
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IC40 sensitivity for sterile neutrinos
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plot assumes only 

Based on likelihood analysis with nuisan ce parameters

smn n
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Apparent “Excess” near horizon

( ) /data mc mc

After excluding horizon

S.P.

Bin-by-bin statistical significance of data/MC disagreement

Full 90 to 180 degrees



• Atmospheric variability?

• Ice Model/photon prop code?

• Cosmic ray muon background?

• Muon propagation code?

• DOM sensitivity and angular 

acceptance?

• Hole ice?

• New physics?

• Other?
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Systematic Uncertainties

Impact of systematic uncertainties 

in ice modeling:

Zenith distributions from MC

(preliminary)

Ratio of effective areas from MC

(preliminary)
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(Nuisance parameters do not 

adequately describe energy 

and zenith dependent 

uncertainties and correlations 

between bins)
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• IceCube is fully functional and searching for a variety of anticipated 

and unknown astrophysical signals

– Anticipate new discoveries in next couple(few) years

• The characteristics of IceCube that will enable it to open up a 

neutrino window to the universe also make it ideal for studying high 

energy atmospheric neutrinos

• IceCube will be able to weigh in on the sterile neutrino debate, as 

well as other new physics models that alter the energy and zenith 

dependence of the flux of high energy atmospheric neutrinos

• Once we get the systematic uncertainties under control…

• Plan to perform the analysis on IC59 data

Summary


